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Abstract: A novel detection scheme for detection of liquid levels and bubbles in microfluidic systems, using the principle of total internal reflection (TIR) is presented. A laser beam impinges on the side walls of a channel which are inclined at 45°. In an unfilled channel of such a “V-groove”, TIR deflects the beam by 90° into a simple light detector. Upon the presence of liquid, the refractive index in the channel changes, thus eliminating deflection by TIR. The detection principle is robust, requiring no calibration, and tolerating alignment errors of the laser larger than the width and depth of the microfluidic channels. The machining of the V-grooves can seamlessly be integrated into common polymer microfabrication schemes such as injection molding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many lab-on-a-chip technologies represent a technological backend to integrate, automate, miniaturize and parallelize complex assay protocols in the life sciences. To this end, liquid handling operations such as sample preparation, aliquoting, metering, routing and mixing are concatenated on a single (polymer) substrate. To save time and costs per assay, several reaction channels are often run simultaneously on the same substrate.

However, it is well known that the reproducibility of liquid handling processes implemented by microfluidic operations tends to suffer from their extraordinary sensitivity to surface effects which frequently change in time or from batch to batch. For a successful transfer of lab-on-a-chip technologies from expert use in research labs to products in strictly regulated end-user markets such as in-vitro diagnostics (IVD), the issue of reproducibility and quality assurance is absolutely key.

In practice, the quality control of liquid handling operations often concerns the detection of gas bubbles which often interfere with the functional principle as well as the verification of...
filling heights to validate (minimum) filling levels.

In this work, we present a novel detection scheme for gas bubbles and filling levels using the principle of total internal reflection (TIR). A laser beam, e.g. from a laser diode, impinges on the side walls of a channel which are sloped at 45° [1]. In an unfilled channel, TIR at the air-polymer interface deflects the beam by 90° into the plane of the substrate. Using TIR on auxiliary parallel channel remaining permanently empty, the beam is then deflected out of the plane, and into a simple light detector, e.g. a photo diode, adjacent to the laser. If liquid is present in the channel, the refractive index in the channel changes, and the TIR is eliminated. Instead, the beam is refracted, continuing through the substrate plane.

Such a binary, opto-fluidic light switch is robust, requiring no signal strength calibration, and even tolerates large alignment errors of more than ± 0.5 mm (for 300 µm deep channels) between the laser and detector. By scanning a laser and photo diode head along a stationary channel, gas bubbles in liquid-filled channels can easily be detected.

The fabrication of the auxiliary TIR structures in optically transparent polymer substrates can readily be achieved by standard techniques such as injection molding without raising the production costs. In centrifugal microfluidic technologies, the density-dependent volume force drives the liquid entirely into the radially outer part while displacing gas bubbles towards the center of rotation. Towards elevated frequencies of rotation, the centrifugal force also prevails

surface tension to flatten the meniscus. Taking into account the (known) channel geometry, the light switch thus constitutes a simple and reliable means for volume measurement.

After this introduction, the subsequent section outlines the TIR-based setup. Next, the experimental results are presented before summarizing and concluding.

2. SETUP

Figure 1 shows our implementation of the opto-fluidic switch. A beam issued by a laser diode impinges on the 45°-sloped side wall of the
channel under investigation. If the channel is filled with air, the beam is deflected into the substrate plane and subsequently redirected towards an optical fiber connected a photodiode using a permanently air-filled, auxiliary V-groove. In case the channel is filled with water, no TIR takes place and the beam is refracted through the water and the lid without reaching the photodiode.

Apart from the V-grooved channels on the polymer substrate, only simple, low-cost components need to be added to the device in order to realize the opto-fluidic quality control on the device. Such components are available from CD/DVD pickup technology for a few euro only.

3. RESULTS

In Figures 2 and 3, the laser and the photo diode are mounted on a translational stage for recording the distribution of liquid in partially filled stationary microfluidic structures. When an empty section is interrogated by the laser, the photo diode detects a saturated signal, while a filled channel segment yields a clearly attenuated signal. By using saturated signals in 300-µm deep channels, the lateral alignment of the laser and the detector in the plane of the substrate can each be varied by ± 0.5 mm, until the ‘filled’ and ‘empty’ signals are indistinguishable. The vertical distance between the substrate and the fiber end, as well as the distance between the substrate and the laser, can also be shifted by several centimeters without obstructing the sensor function. Figure 3 also demonstrates excellent agreement between the channel image and the signal recorded by the opto-fluidic detector with a positional accuracy better than 250 µm along the channel axis.

For use in centrifugal platforms [2], measurements on a substrate rotating at a frequency of up to 60 Hz have been successfully been conducted (Figs. 4 and 5). As the intrinsic centrifugal field forces the liquid phase to settle in the (radially) outer part of a dead-end vessel. Furthermore, the volume force tends to flatten the menisci of the so-compacted volumes. The opto-fluidic scheme thus represents a reliable volume control sensor, e.g. to indicate “sufficient sample” after priming.

Figure 4 also reveals a base noise arising from the scattering of the laser on the rough channel surface made by milling. This noise differentiates from the zero level of the detector by a factor 10, thus serving as an internal quality control (laser on) of the error detection system.

Figure 5. Compact-disc sized PMMA substrate with micro milled V-groove channels sealed by roll lamination of a lid onto the structures. Each of the six structures consists of a central channel which is filled from the reservoirs near the center of rotation, and two adjacent V-grooves. The channels 1-3 are coloured to indicate that they are water-filled. Inset: Working principle. The laser and the photo diode are placed above the rotating disk. The distance between laser and photo diode is roughly equivalent to the distance between the channels.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The opto-fluidic switch presented here provides a simple and robust means for a reliable liquid detection. Due to the uncomplicated integration of the required auxiliary channel structures in the microfabrication process of the substrate as well as the technically uncomplicated component upgrade of the device, the opto-fluidic technology can easily be incorporated in many microfluidic systems. On centrifugal platforms, the compaction of liquid volumes and the flatting of air-liquid interfaces towards high frequencies of rotation even allows to accurately meter volumes in known “dead-end” channel or chamber geometries.

After these proof-of-principle experiments, we plan on using the detector for online feedback and quality control functions in centrifugal microfluidic systems with a light source and detector resting in the lab frame.
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